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This report was produced by the KAILASA’s Order of Sovereign in collaboration with six of its

international humanitarian agencies, namely, SAFFRON OM - KAILASA’s Humanitarian Response To

Global Peace, Conflict Resolution And Religious Freedom, YELLOW OM - , WHITE OM, RED OM,

GREEN OM and BLUE OM. KAILASA thanks all de facto spiritual embassies, legations, consular

offices, Hindu Temples, Monasteries, Satsang Temples, Pādukā Mandirs, Satsang Centres,

Micronations, Paramaśiva Senā Śākhās, healing centres, franchisee campuses, Hindu Universities and

schools who contributed to the overview of KAIALSA’s Global Humanitarian Response on

International Peace Day 2021.

This report was prepared on 5 September 2021. Refer to www.kailaasa.org for updates on KALASA’s

most recent humanitarian plans.

For additional information, queries, or feedback please contact:

contact@kailaasa.org
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

KAILASA celebrates the International Day of Peace on 21 September to alleviate

humanitarian suffering within and among nations and individuals across the globe,

with the guiding principles of Hinduism - peace, nonviolence and oneness. In 2021,

as we heal from the COVID-19 pandemic, we are empowered to think collectively

about how to help the world recover better, how to build resilience, and how to

transform our world into one that is more equal, more just, equitable, inclusive,

sustainable, and healthier.

2021 ‘Global Peace Index’ (GPI)
1

results reveal the average level of global peace has

deteriorated by 0.07 percent. As a result of the unprecedented pandemic and rising

tensions between many of the major powers, the ambiguity surrounding peace that

emerged in the past decade has begun to abate only to be replaced with a new wave of

tension and uncertainty.

Today's conflicts are less obvious but deeply rooted and increasingly alarming,

causing widespread destruction through evident tragedies. The nature of conflict has

also changed over the years. For over 26 years, KAILASA’s Department of Human

Services in collaboration with KAILASA’s Department of Religion and Worship and

KAILASA’s Department of Health have been dedicated to strengthening the

multifarious efforts of peacekeeping under the international humanitarian agency,

SAFFRON OM.

KAILASA Nation lives and demonstrates a non-violence based lifestyle. Against the

backdrop of equality, equity and unity, the Hindu world has embraced the reality of

diversity through its philosophy of pluralism. Every being, with their varying likes

and dislikes, their unique personalities, and their different cultures, not only connect

with one another in their own unique ways, but connect with the Divine in their own

individual ways as well.

1 https://www.visionofhumanity.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/GPI-2021-web-1.pdf
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SAFFRON OM is focused on redefining and restructuring the ideals of world peace,

conflict resolution and religious freedom by operating through a single unified goal of

felicitating every individual to explore their peak possibility by enlightening and

empowering them with the life sciences described in the timeless Hindu source

scriptures, Vedas and Agamas.

ॐ सव� भव�त ुस�ुखनः।सव� स�त ु�नरामयाः। सव� भ�ा�ण प�य�त।ुमा कि�चत ्दःुख भा�भवेत॥्
ॐ शाि�तः शाि�तः शाि�तः ॥

Om, Sarve bhavantu sukhinaḥ| Sarve santu nirāmayāḥ | Sarve bhadrāṇi paśyantu |

Mā kashchit duḥkha bhāgbhavet | Oṁ Shāntiḥ, Shāntiḥ, Shāntiḥ||

May all beings be prosperous and happy, may all beings be free from illness, may

all beings see what is spiritually uplifting, may none in the world suffer.

Brihadāraṇyaka Upanishad verse 1.4.14

The most effective way to reduce human suffering is to prevent conflicts in their inner

space. SAFFRON OM plays an important role in conflict prevention, through the core

Hindu belief that

A. Divine exists in all living beings, both human and non-human, and

B. Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam, the whole world is one  family.

Based on these fundamental principles, SAFFRON OM deploys thousands of

trained religious peacekeepers who create a peaceful, sustainable and equitable

world.

SAFFRON OM’s peacebuilding architecture comprises of ShriKailasa United Nations

for Peacekeeping, ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for Global Peace & Religious

Harmony, ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for Freedom of Religious Belief and SriKailasa

Uniting Nations for Globalization in collaboration with KAILASA’s Department of

Human Serivces, KAILASA’s Department of Information and Broadcasting,

KAILASA’s  Department of Health and KAILASA’s Department of Education.

PREVALENCE AND RELEVANCE

The world shows no signs of decline in the intensity of violent conflicts, crime,

displacement, and the troubling state of tension in many regions of the world.

World peace leads to increased globalization. Enabling people from different

countries to interact freely with each other contributes to cultural exploration and

strengthening the bonds between countries progressing towards an advanced goal

and mission for a more developed economy.
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As the world strives for a permanent

solace of peace owing to its salient

aspect of growth and prosperity for the

entire global community, the

international humanitarian agency

SAFFRON OM aims to establish global

peace through trained religious

peacekeepers promoting

community-led resilience between

countries to create seismic ripples of

harmony. The most effective way to

reduce human suffering and the massive economic costs of conflicts, war and their

aftermath is to prevent it in the first place.

SAFFRON OM’s peacebuilding activities are aimed at addressing differences in

intelligence and ability amongst varying life forms, the existence of the consciousness

in all forms binds all of existence and demands peaceful, respectful coexistence

amongst humans, animals and other elements of nature, reducing the risk of

relapsing into conflict and laying the foundation for sustainable peace and

development;

SAFFRON OM’s peacekeeping initiatives play a key role in the international

community to advance peace, security and recovery for an equitable and sustainable

world. SAFFRON OM’s trained religious peacekeepers perform a variety of complex

tasks, from helping to build sustainable institutions of governance, to service sector

reform through various de-facto embassies of KAILASA;
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SAFFRON OM’S INITIATIVES FOR GLOBAL PEACE

The SAFFRON OM works tirelessly to maintain international peace and harmony in a

world where communal and religious threats have become more prevalent than

before by employing the following measures:

1. Minutes 4 Peace - Global Akanda Nirvikalpa Samadhi Jnana Yajna

KAILASA has commenced various global initiatives to provide a superconscious

breakthrough to humanity using several meditation techniques from Ved-Agamas.

Global Akanda Nirvikalpa Samadhi Jnana Yajna (Minutes4Peace Movement) is one

such humanitarian initiative led by The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam to raise

global consciousness using meditation, thereby healing the world and ushering world

peace.

Over the last 50 years, the effects of meditation and its significant impact on stress,

crime rates, violence, political decision making and even war in local and global

consciousness is well established. This movement is open to one and all, irrespective

of religion, nationality, creed, gender, or any other identity. Since 2012, with a

cumulative 4.3 billion meditation minutes from 185 countries ushering world peace

and reducing crime globally, this initiative has created a positive explosion in

personal, professional and spiritual journey for thousands of lives.

KAILASA in collaboration the international humanitarian agency, Saffron Om with is

striving to reach the goal of 10,000 citizens of KAILASA, radiating Paramashiva from

the space of Nirvikalpa Samadhi through the Global Akhanda Nirvikalpa Samadhi

Jnana Yagna for the furtherance of giving superconscious breakthrough to the entire

world, especially during these unprecedented times of COVID-19.

The international humanitarian agency, Saffron Om has further taken the

responsibility to engage the whole of humanity to experience Nirvikalpa Samadhi by

preparing through various means such as but not limited to chanting; 108 upanishad

for 42 minutes, Bhagavad Gita for 21 minutes and Mahavaakya for 1 hour.

Saffron OM continues to reach out not just limited to the Hindu diaspora but the

whole of humanity to provide special and tailored physical and psychological

well-being to achieve the mission of ushering world peace by facilitating each

individual to experience inner peace through the Global Akanda Nirvikalpa Samadhi

Jnana Yajna.
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During ongoing COVID19, The SPH Paramashivam reached out to Citizens of

KAILASA through online initiatives healing millions of citizens of KAILASA pulling

them out of isolation, fatigue, depression and healing them from COVID-19 through

the minutes 4 peace initiative.
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2. International Tours Demonstrating Powers Of The Third Eye

Third Eye Awakening can help solve all the problems that modern day humanity is

facing – anger, violence, obesity, depression, tiredness and boredom, confusion, fear

and addictions. Third eye is an intra-organ that all human beings possess. With a

successful Third eye initiation (the process of awakening the third eye by the Master),

the whole brain is activated, through which one possesses high levels of IQ, high

emotional stability and prodigious intelligence and a state of peace and causeless

bliss. The powers of the third eye have been medically demonstrated through FMRI

and PET scans by The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam. Initiated students travel

worldwide as trained religious peace ambassadors demonstrating powers through the

science of Third Eye Awakening, healing thousands from physical and mental

ailments, providing life solutions, thereby showing tangible possibilities of fulfillment

by peaceful living in oneness and harmonious coexistence with humanity and nature;

Nithyananda Gurukul Balasands attend international conferences and conclaves to

demonstrate the Powers of the Third Eye, enriching millions of viewers into the

sacred sciences of third eye awakening;
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Soverign Order of KAILASA participate in International Religious Freedom Summit

in 2021 to present the advanced ideologies of Hinduism to the world;
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3. The SPH’s ‘Peace Walks’

SAFFRON OM’s trained religious peacekeepers accomplished peace initiatives

through The SPH’s ‘Peace Walks’ covering 100,000 km and over 2,000,000 human

settlements thus far, to bring together in harmony all walks of life, promoting

Non-violence and Oneness.

The SPH conducted and organized numerous cross-country peace walks to promote

the awareness of Peace, Health and Healing as per the Veda Agamas. Thousands of

citizens of KAILASA throughout India joined the Peacebuilding and Peacekeeping

walks by spreading the KAILASA’s Humanitarian Services such as:

● To accomplish the mission of ushering world peace by bringing mobile

temples to carry the energised deities of Nithyanandeshwara Paramashiva and

Nithyanandeshwari Parashakti, bestowing peace by granting prayers of all

seekers along the way.

● Darshan of an energized deity, is a window to the infinite expanse of

Consciousness, allowing an individual to experience inner peace and bliss;

● Free food donation camps are organised;

● The powerful Rudra Homa is offered at various places along the way to instill

peace, healing and wellbeing in the community around that area;

● Free medical and health camps are conducted where, through the 3rd eye

power of body scanning and healing, thousands of people are diagnosed and

healed along with traditional medicine.

● Akashic Reading initiatives are conducted where life’s most compelling

questions are answered to liberate human beings from their woes, healing

them instantly;

The SPH’s ‘Peace Walks’ cover 100k+ km and gifts the science of healing to 2

million+ human settlements thus far
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Through the years, The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam embarks on numerous

‘Peace Walk’ initiatives, healing and empowering masses into superconsciousness
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Koddikan Ratha Yatra: Kodikkan Ratha Yatra In Coimbatore with the Mobile

temple carrying Nithyanandeshwara and Nithyanandeshwari Deities to bless

prayers and give darshan to crores of eyes (Kodikkan)
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4. Annadhans (Food Donation)

KAILASA aims to forge a new world free from hunger in compliance with the time

tested Ved-Agamaic principle revealed by Paramashiva in the Taittiriya Upanishad,

BhrriguvallI, Chapter 9, Navamo Anuvaka Verse 1 & Chapter 7 Saptamo Anuvaka

अ�न ंबहु कुव�त। त� �तम ्
annaṁ bahu kurvīta  | tadvratam ।9.1

अ�नम ्न �न��यā्त ्। त��तम ्
annaṁ na nindyāt  | tadvratam ।7.11

Let us create and share food. Let all hungry stomachs be fulfilled with food. Let us

not waste food. No place you can drop food where there is no hunger (either

outside or inside). That is being authentic with food.”

Initiating the ‘No Hungry Stomach’ Project, in de facto spiritual embassies by serving

highly nutritious, life-saving meals for starving and malnourished children and their

families in developing countries and around the world through KAILASA’s Annadan

(food donation) initiative as ordained by the Hindu scriptures as the best practice,

not only from a societal context but also for one’s moral and spiritual upliftment in

collaboration with ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for Vegetarianism and Climate

Change and ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for Zero-Waste Production.

Benefits of Nirahara Diet - ancient science revived

by the SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam

Reviving KAILASA’s Nirahara samyama, an ancient Vedagamic technique to raise the

body beyond food re-discovering the body's possibilities without having any external

input like food or water awakening and rekindling the power of the bio-memory to

produce energy and food directly from air, water and space. KAILASA’s BFoodFree®
2

is reviving to the world the greater science of living; by attaining wholesome and

uncompromised nourishment and more through abstaining from solid food.

2 https://bfoodfree.kailaasa.org/
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Through the years, The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam guides humanity to

experience peace within, through the consumption of vegetarian food,

by distributing organic, pure, “Ahimsa” based food

through free food drives called Annadhans
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5. Healers Camps

Healing Camps, Kriyas, Meditation and Yoga techniques from the scriptures are

conducted to reduce collective negativity in thoughts, words, actions and establish

one in the highest truths. The lifestyle based on living and radiating the higher values

of life and powerful way of living and realizing one’s ultimate potential, builds the

foundation of ever-lasting peace;

Conducting empowering initiatives such as Paramashivoham, Inner Awakening,

Nithya Dhyana Yoga, Atma Spurna Program, Nithya Spurna Program, Darshans,

Nithya Kriya Yoga (NKY), eN-Relationships, eN-Wealth, eN-Health, Life Bliss

Engineering, Akashic Reading, Yoga Spurna Program (YSP), Healing Tower Service,

Nithyananda Yoga, Nithya Arogya Yoga (NAY), Nithya Dhyana Spurana Program

(NDSP), eN-Pregnancy, Nithya Dhyana, Living Enlightenment Process, Shakti

Spurana Program, etc and specialised youth-centric initiatives like Quantum Memory

Program, en-Genius, Nithyanandam-Kids, etc to awaken the Kundalini energy and

become an open channel for healing spiritual vibrations of Paramashiva to flow

through them.

10 Million lives healed and empowered through 1124 programs in a span of 15 years

Expanding and organizing digital services of KAILASA by facilitating mental health
wellness sessions through digital media platforms, such as but not limited to;
social media platforms, video teleconferencing platforms and other innovative
technologies to personalise the experience to all in collaboration with KAILASA’s
Department of Information and Broadcasting;
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The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam conducts discourses around the world,

healing millions of devotees and blessing them with boon and bliss;
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The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam conducts initiations and seminars globally,

blessing and healing millions of devotees with boons and bliss;
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6. Nithyananda Yoga

Peacekeepers of KAILASA receiving initiations from the SPH Nithyananda
Paramashivam to enrich the world with the science of healing

The SPH, Nithyananda Paramashivam has brought the best of the best of the one
million Yogic Scriptures from all the Sampradayas in the Sanatana Hindu Dharma’s
Veda- Agamic Tradition and compiled it in the form of Nithyananda Yoga as per the
intention of Paramashiva to manifest yogic powers (Shaktis).Nithyananda YogaSM, a
compilation of 800 traditional asanas, is the science that empowers every being to
realize one’s highest frequency where one manifests the state, space, powers,
being, superconsciousness and KAILASA of Paramashiva and permanently make it a
lifestyle.

Unfortunately, in the modern day, to meet the international fitness obsession, this
mighty potential of yoga has been entirely stripped to the physical postures alone,
incapacitating its other eleven arms rendering it as superficial as exertion. Yoga is
widely sold without its soul into the hands of growing commercialisation.

Therefore, ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for Yoga works tirelessly to increase
awareness measures to educate the public on the physical, physiological,
psychological, emotional and spiritual benefits of practicing authentic Yoga and
assist de facto spiritual embassies, legations, consular o�ces, Hindu Temples,
Monasteries, Satsang Temples, Pādukā Mandirs, Satsang Centres, Micronations,
Paramaśiva Senā Śākhās, healing centres, franchisee campuses, Hindu Universities
and extended University campuses, schools to set up yoga studios and centres in
their respective nations;

KAILASA has demonstrated the benediction of practicing authentic yoga as revealed

by Paramashiva in an extraordinary display of the powers of a yogic body and The

SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam’s initiation, participants from 44 countries aged

between 16 to 74, along with 263 initiated disciples go beyond the boundaries of

gender, age, culture, nationality, socio-economic backgrounds, and even physical

abilities to set 2 Guinness World Records®, one for Largest Kundalini Rajju Yoga℠

class (commonly known as rope yoga) and another for Most people performing

Mallakhamba yoga (commonly known as pole yoga) in 2017.

KAILASA continues to work to unlock and expand human potential and to give

Humanity a breakthrough throughNithyananda Yoga
SM

. KAILASA further pledges to

promote and enable all practising Hindus without discriminating between caste,

creed, gender and age to serve the purpose of the genesis of Nithyananda YogaSM .

KAILASA reaffirms its commitment to unveil all the original and source scriptures

revealed by Paramashiva to authenticate and awaken Hindus from the tainted and

secularised form of yoga available in the present day, in order to practise the

techniques safely and reap the ultimate possibility of Nithyananda Yoga.
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Celebrating Global peace & religious freedom through Nithyananda Yoga

initiatives manifesting the communion with the Divine (through the years)
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7. Paramashiva Sena Shakas

Paramashiva Sena Shakas offers the science of enlightenment to one’s home as well

as de facto embassies of KAILASA, tailored to the requirement and comfort of that

individual. Paramashiva Sena Shakas offers free yoga, puja, power manifestation

classes everyday to impart the enlightened lifestyle through the authentic Kriya Pada

as per the Veda Agamas. The trained religious peacekeepers of KAILASA take

individual yoga and meditation sessions through video teleconferencing platform

branching to all de facto embassies of KAILASA aiming to engage one and all in

attending the spiritual routine everyday that promotes the quality of one’s life, by

infusing life-positive cognitions and peace.

De-facto Spiritual Embassies of KAILASA practising Yoga around the world
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8. Bhilshadana Utsav

The peacekeepers of KAILASA walked through the streets and promoted the values

of oneness and non-violence, offered healing services and free book distribution and

revived the ancient Hindu tradition of receiving alms (Bhiksha) in Bhikshadhana

Utsavs around the world.

Celebrating Religious freedom through enriching by distributing Bhagavad Gita:

Decoded by The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam and Bhiksha Utsavdhana

(begging for alms) in LA
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SAFFRON OM’S INITIATIVES FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION

The SAFFRON OM partners with communities, civil society, governments, regional

and sub-regional organizations, and other international institutions to counter

conflict, by engaging at the local, national, regional and international level and

combating the increasing complexity and growing crisis in the world by employing

the following measures:

1. Kalpataru Workshops & Inner Awakening Conclaves

Health Recoveries from 2011 to 2015 as a result of the Inner Awakening Initiative

Health recoveries that the citizens of KAILASA experienced through Inner Awakening

conclaves conducted  from 2011 to 2015

Reviving, researching, preserving, spreading and teaching the authentic Science of

Oneness, Power-manifestation, Yoga and “Completion Process” – a process to go

beyond limiting cognitions from the past and manifest the hidden powers and peace

in everyone through various worldwide initiatives like the Inner Awakening Initiative;

Cumulative number of Kalpataru Darshans and dial the Avatar Calls since 2000

through offline and online means
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Facilitating one-on-one Kalpataru Darshans and Dial The Avatar Calls to individuals

all over the world, The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam personally showers

induviduals with boons and blessings through offline and online means.

In the Vedic tradition, Enlightened Masters have developed the science of

wish-fulfillment to manifest one's desires through the Kalpataru. Kalpataru

Darshan with the Master takes people into the science of rewriting their future.The

SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam not only gives people the boon of making one of

their desires into reality, but also gives the science of manifesting desires and the

right understanding to use this knowledge in daily life .
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The SPH, Nithyananda Paramashivam personally conducts Global Akhanda Nirvikalpa

Samadhi Jnana Yajna establishing each individual to experience inner peace
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Science of Completion

“Completion Process' – a process to go beyond limiting cognitions from the past and

manifest the hidden powers and peace in everyone. The trained religious

peacekeepers of KAILASA under the guidance of the SPH Nithyananda

Paramashivam established a universal and local civic strategy to encourage and
support people in need of mental health care by mentoring and teaching the sacred
science of self-healing through various time-tested, fool-proof, Vedagamic
techniques such as the Science of Completion, Unclutching, Power Manifestation,
etc through o�ine and online means;

1.2 Million+ hours worth of reading, audio and video material

on Hindu spiritual healing

Ishavasya Upanishd, First Verse defines the space that human beings should radiate

to lead a conflict free, painless and blissful life,

औ ंपणू�मद� पणू��मदं पणूा�त ्पणू�मदु�यत े।
पणू��य पणू�मादाय पणू�मेवाव�श�यत े॥

auṁ pūrṇamadah pūrṇamidaṃ pūrṇāt pūrṇamudacyate ।
pūrṇasya pūrṇamādāya pūrṇamevāvaśiṣyate ॥

Aum. This is Completion (Purna), that is Completion (Purna).

If this is removed from that, both remain, continue as Completion. When the Completion

merges into Completion, Completion alone remains.

If the Completion is removed or perceived to be removed from Completion, again

Completion alone remains as Completion.

Let there be peace in my inner space, peace in the outer space, peace in the Cosmos.

The Science of Completion transforms a person from where they are, beyond their

thoughts, worries and agitations, to the space of Oneness with the Whole. It is the
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method by which someone can restore their original space of Oneness with

everything. The Science of Completion is nothing but knowing and experiencing that

anything that stands in the way of Oneness is an illusion, no matter how real or

believable it may appear.

“I am swimming in the Ocean of Consciousness in the space of Completion. Now

you know why just by gazing into my eyes you are in the space of Completion, why

just looking at me you are in the space of Completion.”

- The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam

Millions practice the science of completion around the world and

manifest their realities by completing with their inner conflicts
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2. Paramashiva Calls

KAILASA’s Department of Human Services in association with Shrikailasa Uniting

Nations for Revival of Ancient Civilizations and Shrikailasa Uniting Nations for

Consciousness Studies and Practice empowered the religious peacekeepers of

KAILASA to reach out to 1M Hindus around the globe and offer prayer service,

resolve their inner conflicts and spread peace, bliss and harmony in their lives

through this initiative - Paramashiva calls. These peacekeepers were trained as

Shaastra Dhaaris- experts in the science of Unclutching and they radiate this

knowledge to citizens of KAILASA from 100 plus countries and 12 zones.

Paramashiva Calls ensures that one is not only healed psychologically or
temporarily but empowered constantly to live and radiate the space of
life-positivity by establishing free and wholistic physical and mental healthcare
facilities online and o�ine in all defacto embassies of KAILASA

Spiritual healing and prayer services over phone, Paramashiva calls is the single largest

worldwide 24/7 source for Vedic life solutions through a mere phone call, email, or internet
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3. eN Kriya

KAILASA works towards the unified goal of bringing excellence to the healthcare

provisions to all Hindus by imparting the Science of eN Nithya KriyaSM
. These

techniques are unique contributions of the SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam to

humanity. These techniques are compiled through various permutations and

combinations of breathing practices from authentic Shastanga yoga as given by

Paramashiva from vedagamas. KAILASA commits to methodically enrich and

comprehensively educate the practitioners of Nithya Kriya to implement the

technique for 21 consecutive days after its commencement and aims to heal and

provide preventive care for various physical and mental ailments. KAILASA aims to

harness the Kundalini Shakti (Energy- The innate potential energy of oneself for

self-healing in all Hindus through the appropriate yogic practices.
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Many individuals perform Nithya Kriyas with the aim of curing, healing and

providing preventive care through various postures and breathing techniques

established to awaken the inner potential as means of experiencing inner peace.
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4. Nithya Dharmam

This peacekeeping initiative provided a forum where mental and relationship issues

of families were addressed through the authentic principles of Hindu governance as

laid out in vedagamas

The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam personally conducted these programs offering

personalized solutions to all those in need. Nithya Dharmam is an effort to realize

one's inner conflict manifesting as outer conflict and resolving the conflicts of the

outer world such as relationship issues in professional and personal settings by

infusing spiritual solutions and powerful cognitions in the individual to establish

peace by reducing global conflict.

The show was highly influential to the general public, and many of its themes and

discussion have penetrated an individual’s consciousness through social and digital

platforms over the years.

Nithya Dharmam - conflict resolution programs conducted by The SPH

Nithyananda Paramashivam as per Manu Dharma Shastra (through the years)
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5. Vegetarian Lifestyle

Serving and educating the population on the importance of an organic, sattvik,

nutritious, vegetarian diet to eliminate malnutrition and the prevalence of disease

due to the meat-based chemical diet through various free educational initiatives in

collaboration with KAILASA’s Nithyananda Hindu University, and ShriKailasa

Uniting Nations for Vegetarianism and Climate Change.

Advance Hindu and Vedic faith as per the message, principles and teachings of

Hindu Scriptures by promoting the aspects of spiritual food and lifestyle, by

promoting and popularising Vedic. Traditional, Saatvic and vegetarian food and

their spiritual benefits and by promoting the spiritual principles and practices of

preparing food and serving blessed divine food

Shedding light on the association between the food and medical industry that go

hand in hand for one to lead a long and healthy lifestyle through the sacred science

of Ayurveda (Hindu Medicinal Science). When the food industry turns a blind eye to

the quality of food by serving meat and infusing chemicals and pesticides into our

meals, a natural consequence of it is a diseased body. The epistemic perspective on

health and nutrition in Ayurveda is very different from that of biomedicine and

modern nutrition. However, contemporary Medical institutes are reinventing and

advancing several of their concepts in an era of systems biology, personalized

medicine, and the broader context of a more holistic transition into sciences.

By Serving and educating the population on the importance of an organic, sattvik,

nutritious, vegetarian diet we shall eliminate malnutrition and the prevalence of

disease due to the meat-based chemical diet through various free educational

initiatives in collaboration with KAILASA’s Nithyananda Hindu University, and

ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for Vegetarianism and Climate Change.

Proliferating Vedagamic methods and techniques to nourish communities through

the Vegetarian Lifestyle which contributes to the overall Harmonic Peaceful

Coexistence  amongst all beings on planet Earth.
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Strictly adhering to the Paakashastras, the Food Diet revealed by Paramashiva

Himself  which guides humanity to experience their highest identity - Paramashiva,

through the conscious consumption of a vegetarian diet which acts as a

prerequisite to sustain the awakening of the Third Eye and the Shaktis

manifested through it
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SAFFRON OM’S INITIATIVES FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

The SAFFRON OM is focused on redefining and restructuring the ideals of religious

freedom by operating through a single unified goal of felicitating every individual to

explore their peak possibility by enlightening and empowering them with the life

sciences described in the timeless Hindu source scriptures, Vedagamas by employing

the following measures:

1. Vedic Homas Rituals

Our Vedic Masters, Vedic Rishis, Vedic Visionaries, starting from Paramashiva, have

mastered science to bring the highest thought currents and ignite the inner space

through Homa.

KAILASA Department of Religion and Worship employed powerful mass worship

(Pujas, Homas and such rituals) – as a means to realizing collective peace and

harmony. The Sovereign Order of KAILASA conducts mass and rare Vedic fire rituals

on a daily basis to create and flourish profound healing energy for a peaceful mind

and healthy body.

Performing Homas have powerful benefits such as:

● The effect on personal health and well-being: enhanced cognitive function,

verbal memory, decrease in thoughts per second, steadiness in mind,

reduction in mental stress, reduction in depression, epilepsy and anxiety,

● The Global effect: Fire rituals are conducted as a means to connect to the

universal Existence and thus reinforce the sense of connectedness with the

whole world. They bring about peace and harmony and purify the space in

which they are conducted and heal the health and environment after nuclear or

chemical disasters;

● Allowing the energy to spiral upward and outward into the surrounding

environment and cleansing, rejuvenating the environment by paving way for

an abundant inflow of prana (life-force) into the atmosphere.
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Commemorating Religious freedom through performing rituals in temples and

taking responsibility for humanity’s for world peace (through the years)
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2. Ati Rudra Maha Yajna

Performing rare and powerful vedic rituals such as Ati Rudra Maha Yajna to bestow

blessings upon participants with health, power, intelligence, success in all their

endeavors and  create the atmosphere to hold  peace and inclusiveness to flourish.

Ati Rudra Maha Yagna, is the World's ancient surviving Smartha Mahayaga and one

of the greatest Vedic rituals as per the Vedic ritual hierarchy. During Ati Rudra Maha

Yajna, regular and continuous recitation of all the four-Vedas (Yajurved, Rigved,

Saamved, and Atharvaveda), Shri MadBhagwat and Shivpuran Ramayan of Tulsidas

is chanted. This Puja is conducted for 11 continuous days by 108 scholarly Vedic

pandits.

Rudra is the ferocious form of Shiva, Who embodies destruction and boundless love.

Chanted as homage to Lord Shiva, Rudram is a collection of powerful sacred prayers

recited for removal of all malefic and difficulties and for invoking His boundless

benevolence. Through the power of Ati Rudra Maha Yagna humanity’s betterment is

bestowed where the sick become well, the unmarried find ideal mates, debts are

removed, wealth & power is showered, peace is conferred and sudden death is

evaded. The Rudra form of Shiva grants devotees immediate relief from all problems

and fulfills all wishes.

The frequency, while the performance of this yajna, is of such a high magnitude that

those in the surrounding area can activate mantras and become recipients of the

State, Space, Powers, Being, Superconsciousness and KAILASA of Paramashiva.

2015 - Celebrating religious freedom through a unique and auspicious 3-day Ati

Rudra Maha Yagna – an ancient and powerful Vedic ceremony that sends huge

ripples of positive energy into the world, raising the collective human consciousness

and ushering in global peace was also part of the 38th Avatar Day celebrations.
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3. Kumbh Mela

Kumbh Mela’s active and life-positive atmosphere brims with divine cosmic energy,

radiating intensely, giving everyone present the possibility for enlightenment. Kumbh

Mela helps one recharge oneself, rid one of physical disease, psychological disorder as

well as boredom; the body and mind reinvent themselves and diseases disappear.

Dating back to the 8
th

century, Kumbha Mela remains the oldest, richest and largest

spiritual congregation in the whole world. Over 1 million sadhus from the fourteen

Akhads and seekers around the world gather to witness the historical happening of

Kumbha Mela. KAILASA has participated in various Kumbha Melas conducted

offering numerous services as a benediction to the whole of humanity. Kumbha Mela

takes place only in the boundaries of  Nashik, Ujjain, Haridwar or Prayagraj

However, KAILASA is the only Nation authorized by Akhil Bharatiya Akhada

Parishad to conduct Kumbh Mela outside the borders of India. On multiple occasions,

KAILASA has organised the Kumbh Melas worldwide, such as but not limited to

Australia, Canada, Los Angeles and California. The first confluence for the world

peace was for honoring the memory of those who lost their lives saving others on

September 11, 2001, at Irvine, California, USA The second confluence for peace was

held in Los Angeles in 2007 in collaboration with Vedanta Society, BAPS, ISKCON,

Siddha Yoga and other organizations.

2015 - Kumbh Mela, Nasik largest peaceful religious spiritual convocation in

the world - millions of enlightened beings
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September 2006, the first confluence for world peace to honor the memory

of those who lost their lives saving others on September 11, 2001, at Irvine,

California, USA. The second confluence for peace was held in Los Angeles in

2007 in collaboration with Vedanta Society, BAPS, ISKCON, Siddha Yoga

and other organizations. The Kumbh Mela festival spread fast to other

countries including Australia, Canada, etc.
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4. Ḍīkśa

Ḍīkśa catapulates an individual to experience a whole new level of inner peace and

blissful existence. With the blessings and grace of Paramashiva and the

compassionate guidance of The SPH Nithyananda Paramashiva, the science of Ḍīkśa

is made available for all living beings including animals in Bhu Loka. KAILASA has

continued to avail this service of Ḍīkśa which upregulates glowing health and down

regulates genes causing cancer, autoimmune disorders, chronic diseases and burns

lifetimes of karmas to benefit Humanity and guide them to the subtle and deep truths

of the Self, World and Cosmos. Ḍīkśa further raises the human consciousness,

establishing the being in the state of Paramashiva by granting inner peace and bliss.

The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam has initiated millions into the science of Ḍīkśa

setting in motion the expeditious escalation of the world’s consciousness through the

awakening of the potential of the whole of humanity to experience the ultimate

possibility and manifest the powers of Paramashiva.

KAILASA further pledges to bring the science of manifestation, such as Third Eye

Awakening through various Ḍīkśas, which causes superconscious powers to manifest

in the person. Through Ḍīkśa, one is granted the right to manifest the state, space and

powers of superconsciousness, being and KAILASA of Paramashiva and attain the

ultimate purpose of life - Enlightenment as described in the Navaratneshvara

Scripture

सव�सम�प द��ां मिु�त फल ंअखं�डतं अ�वरोधत भवं�येव �सं�य�त ुभ�ुतय।

sarvasāmapi Ḍīkśaņam mukti phalam akhanditam āvirodhāt bhavantyeva

prāsangyastu bhuktaya.

"Indeed, the main benefit of all Ḍīkśas, the sacred initiations is the fruit of mukti -

Enlightenment. As a side effect all the worldly pleasures and enjoyments also

happen."
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Through the years, celebrating Religious freedom through initiation into

Vishesha deeksha and Shiva Deeksha by the Living Avatar of Paramashiva,

The SPH Nithyananda Paramashiva
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5. Sannyas Initiation

KAILASA aims to train thousands of trained religious peacekeepers into the lifestyle
of Sanyas to promote Global Peace and inspire, educate and empower all the
practicing Hindus in the field of the Vedic truths and vow to protect the Dharma and
responsible living through the lifestyle of Sannyas. KAILASA provides a unique
opportunity through Sanyas initiative for thousands of people to get formally
initiated to SOVEREIGN ORDER OF KAILASA and gain valuable professional
experience and build leadership skills through illuminating the lifestyle of Sannyas
to all Hindus and youth around the world.

Sannyas is freedom even from the idea of freedom. The freedom to surrender to the
vows of Satya (Truth), Aparigraha (Living with minimal things), Astheya
(non-stealing), Bhramachariya (celibacy), Ahimsa (non-violence) and the four
Tattvas (Truths) of Sampoorthi (Integrity) Shraddha (Authenticity), Upayanam
(Responsibility) and Apyaayanam (Enrichment) and allowing these to live through
one is real freedom. With this understanding, responsibly reorganizing and
recognizing one’s grasp and perception of sentiments such as love, hatred, fear,
greed, love, joy, pain, pleasure to give oneself as well as Humanity a superconscious
breakthrough becomes the life and lifestyle of Sannyas.

Celebrating Religious freedom through initiation into Sannyashood by the Living

Avatar of Paramashiva, The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam

(through the years)
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6. Bandara

Organising religious conferences between apex Hindu congregations (Akharas)

through the ancient Hindu tradition of Bhadara, where monks of various

sampradayas (Monastics orders) come together to encourage peacekeeping and

peacebuilding efforts guiding and empowering humanity towards Global Peace

through collective compliance over a feast.

2015 - Celebrating Religious freedom through Bandara - religious Congregations
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SUMMARY

The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam’s initiations and solutions over 26 years have

not only healed and brought inner peace to the hearts of millions of people across the

globe but empowered them by turning their powerlessness into powers, through

ancient science unique to Hinduism.

It is KAILASA’s mission to re-create a conscious world where global issues like

climate change, economy, social, health, and humanitarian, cease to exist from their

very root. SAFFRON OM stands as a symbol to usher an era of peace at the

individual, societal, national, and global level under the guidance of The SPH

Nithyananda Paramashivam. His deep insights into the workings of the human

mind-body emotions have enabled Him to powerfully and directly address various

social and economic challenges facing humanity today. The ancient foolproof,

time-tested life solutions based on the ancient Hindu traditions and Vedagamic

scriptures are rooted in the highest truths and detail an adoptable lifestyle based on

living and radiating the highest values of life through the unparalleled Science of

Oneness forming the foundation for peace on planet Earth.
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